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Infinitely

MONSTER HUMAN

"what?!"

Lu Yuan's speed suddenly exploded. After avoiding the green arrow, Ning Na's eyes
widened slightly, a little surprised.

Bam frowned and glanced at Ningna:

"We don't have much time, let's end it soon."

Yu Wu did not speak, but frowned.

Ningna heard this, and an angry mood surfaced in his heart.

This ** human being made him foolish in front of Bam and Yuwu.

Everyone is the leader of a team. Isn't his face going away?

Ningna's eyes flashed with dark red light, and said coldly:

"You don't need to remind him, he will die soon. Damn human beings, what good is

running fast?"

The staff in his hand flashed with a dazzling green light.

Green arrows condensed in the air, and the green arrows turned into streamers, covering
the landing edge.

Combat Skill: Magic Arrow Rain.

The green magic arrow rain covered Lu Yuan's body, completely submerging Lu Yuan.

Boom boom boom! !

The green arrow fell on Lu Yuan and also on the ground, causing a violent explosion.
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Green light flickered, smoke and dust were everywhere, and with the explosion, the
aftermath raged.

Looking at the twinkling green light, Ningna smiled coldly and put away the staff:

"You can start to act."

Bam and Yu Wu nodded.

Bam was about to speak, suddenly his expression paused and he looked at the area of

  green light that was slowly dissipating.

Amidst the smoke and dust, a figure flashing with scarlet light rushed out, it was Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan had no scars on his body, and even his armor was intact.

Seeing this scene, Ning Na's eyes widened, eyes full of disbelief:

"How is it possible?! Under my magic arrow rain, how could he have nothing to do?!"

Not only Ning Na, but even Bam, Yu Wu, and other genetic warriors are staring at the

moment with shocked expressions.

From the terrifying momentum and turbulent energy, they could all feel the mighty

power of the magic arrow rain before Ningna.

However, under such a powerful force, that human being was unscathed? !

how did you do that? !

Bamu and Yuwu's faces appeared solemnly.

Although I don’t know how this human being did it.

But they are not fools, and naturally they all know that this human being in front of them

is definitely not an ordinary person.

Bam clenched the giant axe in his hand and roared:

"This human being is weird! Everyone is ready to attack together!"

Yu Wu also clenched his black iron rod tightly, as if facing an enemy:



"Use your most powerful combat skills! Don't keep your hands! Guardian charge! Strong
attack cover! Everyone else is in place! Controlling, hold him in place!"

The expressions of the genetic warriors were condensed, their whole body was surging,
and various genetic warfare skills continued to emerge.

The four armored kobolds and Kaman stepped forward and charged towards Luyuan.

These are warriors with guardian genes.

In contrast, among the Green Devil, most of the genetic warriors are holding staffs or

bows, or wearing leather armor and daggers.

While the four Guardian warriors charged, several strong attack warriors with heavy

swords, long swords, battle axes and other weapons followed behind them and kept

approaching Lu Yuan.

Bam and Yu Wu are among them.

The others attacked from a distance.

Soon, the Kaman warrior holding a black shield who charged in the front touched Lu

Yuan.

There are faint white lights flashing all over the Kaman warrior. Among them, the white
light is the strongest on the black shield.

Combat Skills: Armored Guardian.

With a hideous color on his face, he slammed into Lu Yuan with a big shield.

However, Lu Yuan's body did not stop at all.

He hit the big shield directly.

Boom! !

Under the roar, the big shield was twisted and sunken, and terrifying power poured in

from the big shield. The Kaman warrior's face changed from hideous to consternation,
and the color of horror appeared.

His body flew upside down, spouting a mouthful of blood, and almost all his bones were

broken.



His body slammed heavily into the assault kobold holding a heavy sword behind him.

This assault kobold with a trace of horror on his face, was directly knocked out.

The two flew more than ten meters, and fell heavily on the ground.

The attacking kobold was full of pain and kept moaning.

The guardian Kaman who was on him opened his eyes wide, with the panic that had not

dissipated in his eyes, and had lost his vitality.

In the distance, Ningna glanced at the Kaman corpse and the seriously injured kobold

warrior who was moaning constantly. His pupils shrank, and his eyes were full of horror.

With just one hit, it dented the guardian warrior's great shield and killed the guardian

warrior at the same time? ! What kind of monster is this? !

There was a chill in his heart, but the movement in his hand did not stop at all, his
spiritual power surged, and a rain of magic arrows shot towards Landing Yuan.

At the same time he roared: "Don't keep your hands, just hit me hard!"

Behind him, some genetic warriors with long bows or staffs started to attack.

Water arrows, fireballs, and wind blades continuously shot towards the landing edge.

There is also a green demon holding a short stick and waving at the badly injured kobold.

A stream of pale white light melted into the kobold's body, his moaning gradually became

lighter, and he began to slowly recover.

Bamu and Yuwu, who charged in front, naturally saw the Karman corpse flying out.

They glanced at each other, with a hint of shock in their eyes.

Just before they could react, a roar came from the front again.

They looked over and found that the other three Guardian warriors were flying
backwards faster than the charge speed.

On the road, it looked like a bowling ball, hitting offensive fighters one by one.

One of the guardian kobold warriors ran into the fish.



Yu Wu gritted his teeth, swung an iron rod in his hand, and flew the guardian kobold

warrior.

Even so, he was still shaking his hands numb.

Yu Wu glanced at his numb hands, a flash of horror flashed in his eyes.

Just blocking the guardian warrior who flew over, made his arm numb? !

You know, he is a genius who has burned the boss-level assault gene!

What the ** is this human being? !

Yu Wu's heart is slightly cold, and it seems that things are a little bit wrong.

It's not just that the fish felt something was wrong, all the genetic warriors felt something

was wrong.

The four Guardian fighters were all dead, and the remaining Assault fighters were

knocked into the air like a bowling ball. The remaining Assault fighters were Bam, Yuwu
and another kobold.

There is also a kobold assassin warrior and two green demon assassination warriors on
the side.

The rest are the Ningna in the back.

There were only 18 fighters in total, four died and three were seriously injured just as

soon as they touched.

Is this a fart? !

Just when their hearts were chilling, the fireball, wind blade, water arrow and magic

arrow rain had arrived.

Lu Yuan didn't even evade, and a series of attacks swallowed him.

However, before everyone had time to be happy, Lu Yuan rushed out of the attack and

came to Bam’s body.

Lu Yuan grinned at Bam, the epee in his hand turned into a dark red light and cut out.

The sharp sword wind makes Bam's scalp numb.



"Do not!!"

He roared, holding a battle axe in his hand, with a light blue flame on the battle axe,
facing Lu Yuan's epee.

锵! !

The symphony of gold and iron sounded, Bam’s battle axe was split, his arm bones were

shattered by a powerful force, and his chest opened wide.

His pupils shrank, before he could continue to react, Lu Yuan had already kicked him on

the body.

Boom! ! !

The armor on Bam’s chest sank. He opened his mouth and spouted a mouthful of blood.
His huge body flew upside down and fell heavily to more than ten meters away,
motionless.

died.

Bamu, one of the three strongest leaders here, was killed by a single blow!

Seeing this scene, the several genetic warriors who are still alive, including the fish, all
have scalp tingling.

"You, what kind of monster are you?! How can you be so strong?!"

Yu Wu is full of horror.

What's so special, all your own attacks are invalid, and the opponent's blow will kill you.

How to fight this? !

If it weren't for the El Mechanical Ruins, only Tier 1 fighters could come in, Yu Wu

absolutely believed that this man was a Tier 2 advanced, or even a pinnacle warrior! It's
the kind that burns boss-level genes!

Lu Yuan retracted his foot, and when he heard Yu Wu's words, he smiled brightly:

"Me? Am I just an ordinary human?"

Ordinary? !



Do you have any misunderstandings about ordinary people? !

There was a crazy cry in everyone's mind.

Seeing that Lu Yuan was about to attack again, Yu Wu hurriedly said:

"Wait! Humans, wait! I am willing to let this tall building out and let us leave! No! I am
willing to give you all the previous gains!"

Lu Yuan was stunned, and glanced at the fish in a weird manner.

His body turned into an afterimage and appeared in front of Yu Wu instantly.

epee cut down!

Yuwu's pupils shrank, and roared and waved the iron rod towards Lu Yuan.

锵!

The iron rod was knocked into the air, and Lu Yuan struck Yu Wu's neck with a backhand

sword.

The blood spewed out, and the corpse of the fish and black fish fell heavily on the ground,
his eyes staring wide, full of unwillingness.

Lu Yuan looked at Yu Wu with an unwilling dog's head with a weird face.

"Silly dog, kill you, isn't your stuff still mine?"

After all, they were just entering the Ayre Machinery Ruins, and the harvest could not be

taken out. They would definitely fall out after death.

The others felt a chill in their hearts when they heard Lu Yuan's words.

As the leader of the Green Devil, Ning Na's mouth twitched suddenly.

He glanced around, his heart was cold.

The only way out was blocked by this human.

At his speed, he definitely can't get out.

can only start from elsewhere.



Ningna glanced at the square not far behind him.

Although the distance is not too far, the movement of the fighting here did not make the

mechanical guards in the square notice.

Those mechanical guards seem to have their own territory. Unless they step into their

territory, the battle outside will not cause their alarm system.

Ningna looked at the tall mechanical warrior at the gate of the 100-meter-high building,
and a trace of madness flashed in his eyes.

"Humans, if you want to kill us, let's die together!!"

His whole body exploded, and he rushed towards the square.

When charging, a rain of magic arrows cut through the air and shot at the mechanical

guard.

Boom boom boom! !

Under the roar of , three mechanical guards on patrol fell down, and the other patrolling

mechanical guards stopped and looked in the direction of the street.

The original blue mechanical eyes glowed red.

"Di! Di! Found a life form! Confirmed as an enemy! Perform cleaning procedures!"

All the mechanical guards rushed towards the street, even the tall mechanical warrior at

the gate looked up, but he did not rush towards this side.

Seeing the imposing mechanical guards, the faces of the other green demon and the still

alive kobold changed drastically, showing a trace of horror.

"Master Ningna?!"

Ningna turned a deaf ear.

A sneer appeared on his face, glanced at Lu Yuan, and a purple charm appeared in his

hand.

Charm: Guardian of Amethyst



His spiritual power poured into the spell, and the spell flashed light and turned into a

cloud of amethyst shield, enclosing him.

When Ning Na was surrounded by the amethyst shield, his body seemed to be heavily

chained on his back, and his green face was slightly purple.

He slowly moved towards the outside street.

The mechanical guard who rushed out already had a psionic gun in his hand and shot out
blue energy bullets.

The speed and power of these energy bombs are much stronger than that of the
mechanical guards patrolling the streets, reaching the level of an elite fighter of the

first-order peak.

The storm-like energy bomb covered all the living genetic warriors on the street.

The other green demon and kobolds were okay to resist one or two energy bombs of this
level, but they were instantly torn to pieces in the face of energy bombs that looked like a

storm.

And those energy bombs fell on Ningna's amethyst shield, but they couldn't break the

shield.

Ning Na saw this, a smile appeared on his face.

The defensive ability of the Amethyst Shield is extremely powerful, and the first-order
consummate boss cannot break this shield unless it reaches the second-order strength.

But there are gains and losses. The price of a strong defense ability is that the user seems

to be burdened with a heavy shackle, and the speed will drop by more than 90%.

The sharp decrease in speed also makes this spell very limited.

Even so, the price is still high.

Ning Na bought this charm, but it took more than one hundred thousand first- order spirit
crystals!

For him, this is also a great fortune~www.mtlnovel.com~ This spell was prepared for the

El Mechanical Ruins.



Originally, Ningna planned to use it until he was close to the core area in the later stage,
but he did not expect to use this hole card on the first day.

Thinking of this, Ning Na's face showed a hideous murderous intent, and turned to look

in Lu Yuan's direction.

Lu Yuan was completely covered by the energy bomb at this moment, and he couldn't see
anymore.

However, thinking of Lu Yuan's terrifying defensive capabilities, Ning Na felt very heavy.

Such an attack may not necessarily kill that monster human!

He has to get out of here!

"Even a monster like you, suppressed by such firepower, can't be distracted to deal with

me, right?!"

Ningna sneered, thinking that he could leave slowly.

At this moment, Lu Yuan rushed out in the rain of energy bombs.

With crimson rays all over his body, bathed in the energy bomb, his face calm, he quickly
rushed to Ning Na.

"???"

Ningna's eyes widened, and her eyes were about to bulge out.

Isn't this special enough to hurt him? !

Don't talk about being injured, look like this, wouldn't it even affect him? ?

What kind of monster is this human being? ?

Lu Yuan looked at Ning Na with a bewildered look, and smiled:

"What did you just say? I can't be distracted to deal with you?"

Ninna: "……"
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